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FABRIC COLLECTION

Since the launch of our first canvas bags in 2008, the Fabric Collection has evolved from four basic canvas styles, to become a 
broad and outstanding collection of unique contemporary men’s bags designed for the style-savvy quality-conscious consumer, 

meeting every need of the modern traveller with sleek cardholders to meticulously crafted travel bags.

The Fabric Collection combines classic design virtues and sophistication with Mismo’s flair for detail and modern functionality. 
The range features both professional and everyday bags, crafted from premium Italian fabrics, selected for their unrivalled 

technical qualities and tactile sensibilities.

The collection is available in a select range of classic and exclusive seasonal colours. Constantly seeking to define the essence of 
masculine elegance, the fabrics range from plain-woven canvas to heavy-duty ballistic nylon and are always paired with Mismo’s 

customised hardwearing full-grain leather trim accessorised with either solid brass or gunmetal hardware.

New models are launched seasonally so the collection is always stylishly current. The collection is split into three sub-collections 
APPEARANCE, LEGACY & EXPRESSION divided by the fabrics’ technical capabilities. 

-------------------

APPEARANCE 
Ever present in the most stylish way. An elegant assortment of carefully selected bags and accessories for the modern professional 

and avid traveller. Classic colour combinations in an enduring mix of hard-woven waterproof Italian nylon paired with sturdy, 
custom developed vegetable tanned full-grain bridle leather. The nylon fabric is waterproof by nature and certain to maintain its 

clean and stylish appearance for years.

PERMANENT
- Navy/Dark Brown (hard-woven nylon w. dark brow leather trim & gold coated brass accessories)

-  Concrete/Cuoio (hard-woven nylon w. cuoio leather trim & gold coatedbrass accessories)

SEASONAL
- Sage Camo/Dark Brown (Jacquard woven cotton & nylon w. dark brow leather trim & gold coated brass accessories) 

LEGACY
To many people the true legacy of Mismo is a cotton canvas bag. When launching the first fabric bags in 2008, we used a par-

ticular tight-woven cotton canvas article, a feature that helped bring Mismo bags to international attention at renown fashion and 
concept stores worldwide. The premium canvas fabric was originally developed for the Italian military, underlining the durability 
and aesthetics of this fine and tight-woven canvas. We have set the scene for a line of bags that will stylishly accompany you as 
you navigate through life, whether casually dressed for urban exploration or for adventures at remote retreats in nature’s great 

outdoors.

PERMANENT
- Midnight blue/Cuoio (tight-woven cotton canvas w. cuoio leather trim & gold coated brass accessories)

- Army/Dark brown (tight-woven cotton canvas w. dark brown leather trim & gold coated brass accessories)
- Coal/Black (tight-woven cotton/nylon canvas w. black leather trim & gold coated brass accessories)
- Khaki/Black (tight-woven cotton/nylon canvas w. black leather trim & gold coated brass accessories)

SEASONAL
-Grand Herringbone/Black (Linen Herringbone w. black leather trims & gold coated brass accessories)

EXPRESSION
What way better to salute our increasingly connected lifestyles, then by adding a casual hint of movement. Whether tucked away 

in your gym locker, or en-route from your atelier, these styles, surely pack a punch. The collection promises sporty, technical 
fabrics and intriguing seasonal developments. Playful, understatedly chic yet ready to perform, each of them celebrates that most 

valuable good in life: true freedom!

PERMANENT
- Black/Black (heavy-duty nylon w. black leather trim & gunmetal accessories)

- Skagerrak/Black (heavy-duty nylon w. black leather trim & gunmetal accessories)
- Deep Blue/Black (heavy-duty nylon w. black leather trim & gunmetal accessories)

- Moonlight Blue/Black (double-bonded, lightweight nylon w. black leather trim & gunmetal accessories)
- Beluga/Black (double-bonded, lightweight nylon w. black leather trim & gunmetal accessories)
- Raven/Black (double-bonded, lightweight nylon w. black leather trim & gunmetal accessories)
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APPEARANCE COLLECTION

COLOUR DESCRIPTION COMPOSITION  WEIGHT

PERMANENT :
Navy/Dark Brown Hard-woven nylon (water proof) PA 42% CO 38% PU 20%  826 gr/rm
Concrete/Cuoio Hard-woven nylon (water proof) PA 42% CO 38% PU 20%  826 gr/rm

SEASONAL:
Sage Camo/Dark Brown Jacquard woven cotton & nylon PU 5%  PA 35%  CO 34%  PET 26% 1.068 gr/rm

  
Trimmings & handles Vegetable tanned full-grain bridle leather  
Lining 100% cotton  
Hardware Gold coated brass accessories with varnish protection
Zippers YKK Excella

LEGACY COLLECTION

COLOUR DESCRIPTION COMPOSITION   WEIGHT

PERMANENT:
Army/Dark brown  Tight-woven cotton canvas  CO 94% PU 4% PC 2%   709 gr/rm
Midnight blue/Cuoio Tight-woven cotton canvas  CO 94% PU 4% PC 2%   709 gr/rm
Coal/Black  Cotton & nylon blended canvas  PA 47% PL 20% CO 20% PC 6% PU 7% 812 gr/rm
Khaki/Black  Cotton & nylon blended canvas  PA 47% PL 20% CO 20% PC 6% PU 7% 812 gr/rm

SEASONAL:
Grand Herringbone/Black Linen Herringbone PU 5%  VI 50%  LI 19%  PET 26%   833 gr/rm
   

Trimmings & handles Vegetable tanned full-grain bridle leather  
Lining 100% cotton  
Hardware Gold coated brass accessories with varnish protection
Zippers YKK Excella

EXPRESSION COLLECTION

 COLOUR DESCRIPTION COMPOSITION   WEIGHT

PERMANENT: 
Black/Black Heavy-duty nylon(waterproof) PA 64% PL 19%  PU 17%   862 gr/rm
Deep Blue/Black Heavy-duty nylon(waterproof) PA 64% PL 19%  PU 17%   862 gr/rm
Skagerrak/Black Heavy-duty nylon(waterproof) PA 64% PL 19%  PU 17%   862 gr/rm

Moonlight blue/Black Double-bonded, lightweight nylon  PA 47% PL 46% PU 7%       373 gr/rm
Beluga/Black Double-bonded, lightweight nylon PA 47% PL 46% PU 7%      373 gr/rm
Raven/Black Double-bonded, lightweight nylon PA 47% PL 46% PU 7%      373 gr/rm
      
 
Trimmings & handles Black vegetable tanned full-grain bridle leather  
Lining Grey cotton or tone-in-tone nylon  
Hardware Gun metal accessories with varnish protection
Zippers YKK Excella
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                M/S EXPLORER  Navy/Dark Brown MS171312 L: 60 x H: 30(40) x W: 30 cm 2 pcs. EUR 280 EUR 700
  Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS177821   USD 330 USD 825    
  Army/Dark Brown MS170112    DKK 2.080 DKK 5.200
  Coal/Black MS176418   
  Army/Cuoio MS170721

  As the name suggests, this holdall calls for a serious adventure. The M/S Explorer contains ample space to stow all your 
  essentials (whatever they may be) for a trip into the wilderness. Use the handles to carry the bag by hand, over the shoulder 
  or as a backpack or switch to the detachable shoulder strap if the bag is filled to its maximum. The bag features two external 
  pockets an internal pocket in each gusset, with leather strap closures, and an additional internal zip pocket.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

               M/S TENNIS Navy/Dark Brown MS661318 L: 76 x H: 30(13) x W: 22 cm  2 pcs. EUR 320 EUR 800
 Concrete/Cuoio MS665221   USD 380  USD 950
      DKK 2.400   DKK  6.000
  
  We love tennis! Everything surrounding this beautiful game is pure class. A gentleman sport where athletes wear polo shirts 
  and white skirts! Think strawberry and champagne at Wimbledon, epic marathon matches on the dusty clay courts of Roland 
  Garros and the fact that no matter how far away in the countryside you find yourself, there always seem to be a local tennis   
  court tugged away behind pine trees. We thought the game deserved a bag just as stylish as everything that 
  surrounds it. Hence we bring you the M/S Tennis. We’ve build ours around the classic racket shape, chosen our best fabrics   
  and paired it elegantly with bridle leather detailing and reinforcing throughout. The bag holds two main compartments; one 
  will easily fit three rackets, the other perfect for the towel, shoes and extra polo and sweater. Both compartments feature an 
  inside zip pocket with suede detailing big enough to hold iPad, keys, plaster, overgrip etc. On the outside front a small zip 
  pocket provides easy access for small essentials. Comes with two adjustable shoulder straps allowing for a normal shoulder    
  hung carrying option or as a backpack. Game, Set & Match!    
  
  
 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                   M/S SUPPLY  Navy/Dark Brown MS411315 L: 52 x H: 25 x W: 28(26) cm 3 pcs. EUR   260 EU     650
  Army/Dark Brown MS410114   USD  300  USD 750
  Coal/Black MS416418   DKK 1.920   DKK 4.800
  Army/Cuoio  MS410715
 
      
  Travel, gym, tennis - wherever life’s adventures take you, the M/S Supply is a great addition. Elongated handles make it easy to  
  carry the bag by hand, hung over the shoulder, or worn as a rucksack. The construction of the bag allows for a full opening to 
  the interior, which makes packing clear and easy. An adjustable leather strap and a belt buckle attached to the fabric flap in 
  each gusset provide a secure closure of the bag when the flaps are folded. A large zip pocket inside, in addition to four smaller 
  pockets, ensures ample pocket space for all your needs. Comes with a detachable shoulder strap.  

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

               M/S SUIT CARRIER  Navy/Dark Brown MS441315 L: 55 x H: 50(100) x 7 cm  3 pcs. EUR  240 EUR 600
  Army/Dark Brown MS440115   USD  285  USD 715
  Coal/Black MS446418   DKK 1.800   DKK 4.500
  

  Transporting your work, wedding, and/or weekend wear just got a whole lot easier. Slip your garments into our first ever 
  full-size garment bag; large enough to carry all three looks and more, and rest assured the M/S Suit carrier will get you and 
  your belongings there in style.  Zips fully open on the inside for easy access and features two internal zip pockets and a small 
  slot for business cards. Features a large external signature pocket too. Sailor hook closures in each gusset and a buttoned 
  handle cover ensure that the bag stays in shape when fully packed and folded.  
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions  Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                M/S SOMETHING Black/Black MS671418 L: 47 x H: 42  x W: 31(12) cm 3 pcs. EUR 225 EUR 560
 Skagerrak/Black MS677319    USD 265 USD 660  
 Deep Blue/Black MS677721    DKK 1.680 DKK 4.200 
 

  The perfect holdall for the active lifestyle. The M/S Something easily does the job for any trip – long distance or the gym around 
 the corner - with its large main compartment, providing spacious room for all the essentials needed. The bag features a large 
 outside zip pocket on the backside, and a variety of pocket solutions on the inside, including a high and wide compartment 
 against the backside, two top open pockets towards the front and two smaller pockets on the gusset. The length of the handles 
 can be adjusted by the buckle on each side for a short handheld grip or for an elongated shoulder hung option. Comes with a 
 removable shoulder strap.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                   M/S AVAIL  Navy/Dark Brown MS861319 L: 47 x H: 29 x W: 24 cm 3 pcs. EUR   240 EUR    600
 Army/Dark brown MS860119   USD  285  USD    715
 Coal/Black MS866419   DKK 1.800   DKK 4.500 
 KhakiBlack MS865319
 Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS860519
 Grand Herringbone/Black MS867921
 
    
 Built for the travelling cosmopolitan, the M/S Avail is our latest take on a weekender that seamlessly merges style and function in 
 a compact shape with enough room to easily hold a weekend’s worth of clothing and accessories. Based on the same design 
 scheme as the popular but much smaller M/S Utility, the M/S Avail is equipped with elegant leather detailing and craftsmanship 
 throughout. The bag features a sturdy leather border along the top zip for extra durability as well as signature Mismo sailor hooks 
 to close the gusset. Features an easy accessible, slide down pocket on the outside front, while the interior boasts two large slide- 
 down pockets one the one side, a spacious slide down pocket on the one gusset and a zipped pocket protected by a leather border 
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                M/S ADVENTURER Black/Black MS301415 L: 52 x H: 29 x W: 18(27) cm 3 pcs. EUR 215 EUR 540   
  Skagerrak/Black MS307320     USD 255 USD 640  
  Deep Blue/Black MS307720     DKK 1.600 DKK 4.000
   
  The refined little brother of M/S Explorer boasts the same DNA but with a different shape and detailing. The Adventurer is 
  a carry-on ideal for weekend trips, the gym or out-of-town business trips. Use the elongated handles to carry the bag either by 
  hand, over the shoulder or as a backpack. Features an open pocket on the outside front, whereas inside there are two pockets 
  on one side and a zipped pocket on the other. A compelling leather grid on the bottom combined with solid metal feet will 
  ensure performance and longevity no matter where you rest the bag.  
 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale    RRP

                   M/S TOUR  Navy/Dark Brown MS921321 L: 45 x H: 26 x W: 26cm 3 pcs. EUR   240 EUR    600    
  Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS927821    USD  285  USD   715
  Army/Dark Brown MS920121    DKK 1.800   DKK 4.500
  Coal/Black MS926421
  Khaki/Black MS925321
  Army/Cuoio MS920721
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                         Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions  Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                  M/S MEGA TOTE  Navy/Dark brown MS111312 L: 46 x H: 34 x W: 18 cm 4 pcs. EUR 190 EUR 475
 Concrete/Cuoio MS115221    USD 225 USD 565    
 Army/Dark brown MS110110    DKK 1.440 DKK 3.600 
 Coal/Black MS116418
 Khaki/Black MS115317
 Army/Cuoio MS110710        
 
 Use with the flaps closed as a travel bag, or bend flaps down for a large, open city tote bag.  A full-grain leather pocket on each 
 gusset adds extra durability to the bottom corners. Features an easy accessible leather pocket on the one flap, one large inside 
 pocket for magazines and opposite two smaller pockets for all the extras. Two deep additional inside pockets on each gusset    
 ensure enough room for all your needs. An adjustable leather strap attached by hooks to the top gusset provides stable bag 
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                         Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                  M/S SEASIDE   Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS837821 L: 45 x H: 40 x W: 18 cm 3 pcs. EUR  210 EUR 525  
  Army/Dark Brown MS830119   USD 250 USD 625
  Coal/Black MS836419   DKK 1.560 DKK 3.900 
  Grand Herringbone/Black MS837921
  
  Whether heading for the beach or your preferred summer retreat, the M/S Seaside gives you the flair of freedom you crave on 
  summer days, offering functional convenience and a classic appearance. An open, oversized tote bag with elongated leather 
  handles for that easy, shoulder-hung carriage. The perfect deckhand for a family lifestyle calling for regular excursions (and easy 
  packing). Lives up to its M/S Seaside name through its casual usability. A tightly woven nylon string – resembling traditional 
  sailor rope – running through two brass eyelets on the front and back acts as a short grab handle, while offering an incorporated 
  closure mechanism on the inside through the attachment of a D-ring and sailor hook. Two slide-down pockets on the inside front 
  with a zipped pocket on top, a large magazine compartment on the inside back and extra spacious slide-down pockets in each 
  gusset gives plenty of options for a tight and well-organised pack.

                          Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                  M/S ENDEAVOUR Navy/Dark Brown MS901320 L: 40 x H: 31 x W: 10 cm 3pcs. EUR 210 EUR 525
 Army/Dark Brown MS900120   USD 260 USD 625  
 Coal/Black MS906420   DKK 1.560 DKK   3.900
 Khaki/Black MS905320
 Black/Black  MS901421
 Skagerrak/Black MS907321
 Deep Blue/Black MS907721  

 A compelling and well-proportioned briefcase with plenty to offer. The name of the game is organisation with the M/S Endeavour 
 providing not one but two double-zipped main compartments. One compartment features a foamed laptop storage pocket paired 
 with two opposite open pockets for small-scale essentials. The second features an interior zipped pocket next to a small slide-
 down pocket. A large snap-buttoned extra compartment on the front of the bag offers an inside leather pocket for your phone or 
 wallet. Last but not least, a hidden snap pocket in the middle separates the two main compartments and is the perfect home for 
 eyewear, travel papers and all those daily essentials that need to be easily accessible.  A backside trolley-fastening solution in 
 bridle leather completes a briefcase that will stylishly accompany you wherever work duties may take you. 
 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                   M/S HOLDALL  Army/Dark Brown MS230120 L: 54x H: 34 x W: 20 cm 4 pcs. EUR 190 EUR 475 
  Coal/Black MS236420   USD 225 USD     565
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS230520   DKK 1.440 DKK 3.600      
   
  A bag that meets the needs of most cosmopolitans. As the name implies this is the perfect holdall, whether for a trip to the 
  gym, weekends in the countryside, or as an easy-travelling cabin bag complying with most airline restrictions. A solid brass 
 buckle on each side of the bag allows for handle adjustment to ensure the perfect fit. The bag features one outside pocket on 
 the front, three inside stitched-on “storage” pockets in the base of one side, and opposite a leather border at the top with a zip 
 and a slide-down pocket. 
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                  M/S BACKPACK  Navy/Dark Brown MS101312 L: 35 x H: 43(62) x W: 11 cm 4 pcs. EUR 185 EUR 465
  Concrete/Cuoio MS105217   USD 220 USD     550
  Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS107821   DKK 1.400 DKK  3.500      
  Army/Dark Brown MS100112
  Coal/Black MS106418
  Khaki/Black MS105317
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS100517
  Army/Cuoio MS100710
  Black/Black MS101412
  Skagerrak/Black MS107319
  Deep Blue/Black MS107720
    

  Introduced in Spring 2011 the M/S Backpack has grown to become one of the most iconic and admired styles in our collection. 
  Clean lines and multi-functional this flexible backpack possesses an obvious Mismo silhouette. Roll the top flaps together for a 
  casual look, or simply bend down the flaps for a more traditional and clean look. Four pairs of D-rings on the front body ensure 
  the bag can be closed in various positions depending on how much of the bag’s internal volume is utilised.
  Features three external pockets divided by the leather straps on the front face, an internal padded laptop compartment (fits up to 
  15”) and opposite a small zip pocket. Solid brass buckles for adjusting the length of the shoulder straps.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions  Minimum  Wholesale  RRP

                  M/S SOFT WORK Navy/Dark Brown MS161312   L: 30(44) x H: 41  W: 11 cm 4 pcs. EUR 185 EUR 465
  Army/Dark brown MS160111    USD 220 USD 550    
  Coal/Black MS166418    DKK 1.400 DKK 3.500
  Khaki/Black MS165317
  Army/Cuoio MS160712
          
       
  Inspired by old-fashioned grocery bags, M/S Soft Work is the result of an ambition to create a stylish, yet casual and highly 
  functional bag for days at the office. The bag’s signature detail is its folded top closure. Just button the top part together, then 
  fold down and secure with the two sailor snap hooks attached behind the handles. Large external “grocery” pocket plus 
  an extra “slide-down” pocket behind the grocery pocket allows for ample space to hold all your work essentials. Features two 
  large, open internal pockets and includes an adjustable and detachable shoulder strap with shoulder padding.

                         Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                  M/S ESCAPE  Black/Black MS591419 L: 31 x H: 43(56) x W: 13 cm 4 pcs. EUR 190 EUR 4765
 Skagerrak/Black MS597319   USD 225 USD 565
 Deep Blue/Black MS597721   DKK 1.440 DKK 3.600
 
 
 The M/S Escape pays homage to the traditional cycling pack silhouette with its folded top and barrel shaped body. Reworked and 
 refined through the Mismo lens to capture a city-casual, lightweight and sophisticated appearance. The top is gently closed and 
 kept in place by two hidden magnetic buttons and a large D-ring that allows the pack to be securely closed via a buckle strap
 attachable to two smaller D-rings placed on the top backside and inside the front pocket.  A large external “grocery” pocket plus
 an extra “slide-down” pocket behind the grocery pocket allows for ample space to hold all your field essentials. Features a mixed 
 nylon-ribbon slash bridle-leather back strap adjustable through solid brass buckles, an internal padded laptop compartment and 
 opposite a small zip pocket and a spacious slide down pocket in the gusset.

                          Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions  Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                  M/S BRIEFCASE  Navy/Dark Brown MS191312 L: 39 x H: 28 x W: 8(6,5) cm 4 pcs. EUR 185 EUR 465
 Army/Dark Brown MS190112    USD 220 USD 550  
 Coal/Black MS196418    DKK 1.400 DKK   3.500
 

 M/S Briefcase is the natural choice for anyone dreaming of a handy yet stylish casual bag for the office. The bag features a 
 separate internal laptop compartment (15”), and opposite two open “slit-down” pockets. It has an external signature pocket 
 with enough room for an adaptor, etc. and two slim, slit-down pockets on either side for a mobile phone, iPod, pencils and 
 more. Includes an adjustable and detachable shoulder strap. 
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                         Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                M/S EXPRESS NavyDark Bown MS331313 L: 31 x H: 40(47) x W: 10 cm 5 pcs. EUR 165 EUR 415
 Concrete/Cuoio MS335217   USD 195 USD 490    
 Army/Dark Brown MS330116   DKK 1.240 DKK 3.100    
 Coal/Black MS336419 
 Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS330517
 Black/Black  MS331415
 Skagerrak/Black  MS337319
 Deep Blue/Black MS337720
     
  M/S Express is yet another option for the growing clientele of style-savvy city dwellers with a penchant for shoulder-held carry  
 bags. The pared-down design features a zipped top that is folded down and neatly kept in place by a leather strap and brass 
 buckle fastening. Its silhouette is slimmer than M/S Backpack and we do believe it’s a bit spiffier, too…. 
 Features a large external zip pocket and an inside padded iPad compartment on the backside and opposite a small zipped pocket. 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                     M/S OFFICE Navy/Dark Brown MS461315 L: 39 H: 29 x W:8 cm 5 pcs. EUR 165 EUR 415 
  Army/Dark Brown MS460116   USD 195 USD 490
  Coal/Black MS466418   DKK 1.240 DKK 3.100
  Khaki/Black MS465321
  
    
  A softer and more casual counterpart to the M/S Briefcase, the M/S Office is designed with dual front pockets that zip open into  
  one large compartment. Features a padded internal iPad pocket on one side and a zip pocket with two open cable pockets below 
  on the other side. Roomy enough to pack in your notebook, A4 documents and any other gear required for a busy day at the 

                          Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                     M/S UTILITY Navy/Dark Brown MS121312 L: 42(52) x H: 31(41) x W: 12(4)  4 pcs. EUR 185 EUR 465 
 Army/Dark Brown MS120110   USD 220 USD     550  
 Coal/Black MS126418   DKK 1.400 DKK 3.500
 Khaki/Black MS125317
 Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS120110
 
 A flexible duffle/work bag that can be adjusted in size by attaching the snap hooks in each corner of the bag to the brass 
 D-rings on the gusset. Features an external pocket, YKK Excella double zipper, internal zip pocket and opposite two deep 
 open pockets. Includes an adjustable and detachable shoulder strap. 

                         Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                  M/S RUCKSACK Navy/Dark Brown MS011320 L: 31,5 x H: 40 x W: 11 cm 4 pcs.  EUR 175 EUR 440 
 Concrete/Cuoio MS015220   USD 210 USD 525
 Army/Dark Brown MS010120   DKK 1.320 DKK  3.300          
 Coal/Black MS016418
 Midnight Blue/Cuoio  MS010520
 Grand Herringbone/Black MS017921
  
 M/S Rucksack is born into the collection as the little brother of the M/S Backpack. With slimmer proportions and added 
 functionality the M/S Rucksack however should quickly be able to make a name of its own. It meets a rising demand for a neat 
 and dynamic companion that will hold all the necessities of a day out on the town – with style. The backpack offers plenty 
 options for a personalized styling – unbutton the leather strap and roll the top flaps together for a casual look, or bend down 
 the flap and close it with the sailor hook in one of the four D-rings on the front body for a more traditional and clean look. 
 Features two deep and easy accessible outside open pockets to the front and a zipped compartment to the back that will hold, 
 magazines, iPad or 11” laptops. The inside boasts a padded laptop compartment to the back, and a zipped leather pocket to 
 the front with two open slide-down pockets below. 
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                        MATE Army/Dark Brown MS710118 L: 40x H: 37 x W: 8 cm 5 pcs. EUR 155 EUR 390   
  Coal/Black MS716418   USD 185 USD    465
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS710518   DKK 1.160 DKK 2.900
  
  
  The M/S Mate is our understated office companion with elegant detailing throughout. Equipped with solid bridle leather handles 
  stitched on two panels of bridle leather running all the way around the bag for a continuous and sculpted look. The bag features 
  a large inside main compartment with a zipped pocket to the front in addition to two slide-down pockets and a small leather 
  patch pocket for business cards to the inside back. Comes with a removable and adjustable shoulder strap in bridle leather.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                 M/S CONSORT Sage Camoy/Dark Brown MS937821  L: 38 H: 35 x W:20 cm 5 pcs. EUR 165 EUR 415 
  Army/Dark Brown MS930121    USD 195 USD    490  
  Coal/Black MS935121    DKK 1.240 DKK 3.100
  Khaki/Black MS935321
  Grand Herringbone/Black MS937921

  

 
  
  

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                  M/S DAY PACK  Navy/Dark Brown MS201312 L: 38 x H: 41 x W: 10 cm 5 pcs. EUR 155 EUR 390   
  Concrete/Cuoio MS205217   USD 185 USD    465
  Army/Dark Brown MS200112   DKK 1.160 DKK 2.900
  Coal/Black MS206418
    
   
  A truly multifunctional everyday bag! From a basic principle of two separate leather straps with a snap hook in each end and six 
  neatly attached D-rings on each side, that the leather straps slide through, this bag invites endless uses and carrying methods. Hand
  held, shoulder-hung or worn as a regular backpack, this bag can be adjusted to fit every need. Features an internal zip pocket and 
  opposite a large pocket for documents and magazines, upon which two smaller open pockets are attached, plus a full leather base 
  for extra durability and protection.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                  M/S RAISE   Army/Dark Brown MS020120  L: 35,5 x H: 38 x W: 11 cm 5 pcs. EUR  135 EUR 340 
  Coal/Black MS026420    USD 160 USD 400
  Khaki/Black MS025320    DKK 1.000 DKK  2.500
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS020520
  
    
  There’s an indefinable but still very distinct class to a handheld tote bag. We’ve tried a few ourselves over the years… However, it’s 
  always a bit offset by the need for that shoulder-hung practicality. With the M/S Raise we’re trying to build bridges and allow for both 
  options. Elongated bridle leather handles for the shoulder-hung option with a short and firmly stitched-on cross handle for the hand
  held option is the real signature of the M/S Raise. Build tall and slim, with double leather borders on front and back to support its 
  stand, it’s a tote bag that will accompany you equally well whether heading for weekday business or Sunday markets.
  Organization can be kept neat and tight inside with the fully closable laptop/magazine compartment to the back and a zipped pocket 
  with two slide-down pockets below to the front. A small brass D-ring and our signature sailor hook attached to the top of the inside 
  border provides a casual but handy closure mechanism.  
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                      M/S BRIEF  Navy/Dark Brown MS911320 L: 40 x H: 32 x W: 2-8 cm 6 pcs. EUR  125 EUR 310
  Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS917821   USD 145 USD  365
  Army/Dark brown MS910120   DKK 920 DKK 2.300
  Coal/Black MS916420
      
  A small and casual document/laptop briefcase, M/S Brief is a stylish and highly practical addition to our range of workbags. 
  This new and updated version of the M/S Brief combines design solutions from some of the most popular pieces in the collec
  tion: the strong and simple bridle leather handles from the M/S Shopper, the slim and expandable gusset from M/S Flair, and 
  the buttoned-down zipper endings for a cleaner look as found in M/S Mate. The leather solution for trolley fastening on the 
  backside is elegantly borrowed from M/S Endeavour, whereas the parallel leather panels in the bottom for safety and longevity 
  are completely unique to the design. Features two slit pockets on the inside front and an inside zip pocket on the opposite 
  side. Comes with an adjustable and detachable shoulder strap.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

            M/S DRAWSTRING  Moonlight Blue /Black MS773918 L: 40x H: 52 (47,5) x W: 10 cm 6 pcs. EUR 125 EUR 310
  Beluga/Black MS774118   USD 145 USD     365
   Black/Black MS774921   DKK 920 DKK 2.300 
  
  The M/S Drawstring is one of those cherished styles we simply love designing. Thousands of its predecessors pay testimony to 
  its basic usability, so a style like this is all about refinement. Strong and lightweight double-bonded nylon for functionality, 
  two-tone sailor rope, handle ribbons in sturdy nylon, and everlasting gun-metal eyelets – everything sourced from Italy’s best 
  suppliers in their fields. Throw in full-grain bridle leather details as reinforcement around eyelets and bottom, a silk-smooth 
  nylon lining tone-in-tone with the outer fabric and three easily accessible inside pockets – that’s refinement to us, ensuring a 
  highly versatile hybrid bag that seamlessly merges sporty with classy.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                  M/S HAVEN   Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS617821 L: 50 x H: 40 x W: 30 cm 5 pcs. EUR  135 EUR 340 
  Army/Dark Brown MS610118    USD 160 USD 400
  Coal/Black MS616419    DKK 1.000 DKK  2.500
  Khaki/Black MS615318
  Grand Herringbone/Black MS617921      
  
  M/S Haven is a spacious, unpretentious tote bag defined by it’s ultimate casual practicality. A summer essential sling bag for all 
  the sheets, linen and duvets you always need to lug around. An adjustable belt strap running from gusset to gusset serves as a 
  shoulder strap or as an extra closing mechanism when carried by the short handles. Features an inside pocket with snap button 
  on the one side and a zipped pocket on the opposite side. A snap hook placed in-between the handles is used for closure.
 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                    M/S GOODS   Black/Black MS851419 L: 37 x H: 37 x W: 11 cm 5 pcs. EUR  135 EUR 340  
  Skagerrak/Black MS857319   USD 160 USD 400
  Deep Blue/Black MS857720   DKK 1.000 DKK 2.500 

  A reinterpretation of the classic Shopper, the M/S Goods was born as a collaboration between Mismo and renowned 
  Copenhagen-based menswear store Goods. Putting utility at the forefront, this stylish commuter bag is crafted from durable 
  waterproof ballistic nylon, making it ideal for the autumn commute. Features a large outside zip pocket on the front and two 
  spacious slide-down pockets on the back. An additional three pockets inside will help keep you organised while you’re on the 
  go. A fixed webbing strap that does not detach allows for a short and tight cross-body carriage, while adding a sporty touch.
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                  M/S DROP BAG  Navy/Dark Brown MS261312 L: 13  x H: 36 x W: 8 cm 8 pcs. EUR 90 EUR 225    
  Concrete/Cuoio MS265217   USD 105 USD 265
  Army/Dark Brown MS260112   DKK 680 DKK 1.700
  Coal/Black MS266418
  Army/Cuoio MS260720  
  Grand Herringbone/Black MS267921
  Black/Black MS261412  
  Skagerrak/Black MS267320
  Deep Blue/Black MS267720
  
  We’re not fans of the fanny back, but life offers plenty occasions where a neat little bag for all your essentials worn close to 
  your body would come in handy. So we’ve created what we believe to be a stylish alternative, the Drop Bag. Wear it casually 
  thrown across the shoulder by the adjustable shoulder strap the bag features one large zipped compartment, an outside slide 
  down pocket and a leather patch pocket on the foamed backside for iPhone or that one credit card that still works. 

 
      

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                 M/S CAPSULE Navy/Dark Brown MS571316 L: 20 x H: 7 x W: 20 cm 6 pcs. EUR 90 EUR 225 
  Army/Dark Brown MS570116   USD 105 USD 265
  Coal/Black MS576418   DKK 680 DKK 1.700
  Khaki/Black MS575317 
   
  Square, well shaped and handy, M/S Capsule is the container that helps you collect valuable things safe and sorted whether on 
  the work desk or on the go. Easy to stock with it’s boxy shape, and just as easy to carry with a smooth firm lug on the back. An 
  adventures box where only imagination sets the limits for its use. A large pocket on the inside bottom and two smaller ones on 
  the inside lid, will help to keep the interior neatly organized.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                 M/S PASSSAGE  Moonlight Blue/Black MS783918 L: 29x H: 20 x W: 8 cm 6 pcs. EUR 105 EUR 265
  Beluga/Black MS784118   USD 125 USD     315          
   Raven/Black MS784921   DKK 780 DKK 1.950   

  The M/S Passage is purposely designed to keep all those everyday accessories safe and close at hand when on the go. 
  The functional sling bag is fitted with an easily adjustable two-tone nylon ribbon shoulder strap. The main compartment is 
  accessed by a double zip and features two open pockets on the inside back. The outside front holds an additional zipped 
  exterior pocket with pleats for volume, and the outside back offers a large and easily accessible slide-in pocket perfect for a 
  pair of gloves or the hand-knitted beanie. Rounded off with silky smooth tone-in-tone nylon lining and a firm top handle in 
  bridle leather, the bag lets you keep everything within a grab!

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                    M/S SHOPPER   Navy/Dark Brown MS251312 L: 37 x H: 41 x W: 10 cm 8 pcs. EUR  105 EUR 265  
  Concrete/Cuoio MS255217   USD 125 USD 315
  Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS257821   DKK 780 DKK 1.950 
  Army/Dark Brown MS250112
  Coal/Black MS256418
  Khaki/Black MS255317
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS250517
  Army/Cuoio  MS250710
  Grand Herringbone/Black MS257921
  Black/Black MS251412
  Skagerrak/Black MS257319
  Deep Blue/Black MS257720
  
  As one of the first styles ever launched in the Contemporary Collection, the M/S Shopper has grown to become one of the most 
  iconic styles of the Mismo collection; praised by both men and women for its simplicity, functionality and quality. Features a 
  small internal pocket for a mobile phone or credit cards. Includes a detachable and adjustable shoulder strap.
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

       M/S DOUBLE DOPP-KIT Moonlight Blue/Black MS803918 L: 24x H: 10 x W: 15 cm 8 pcs. EUR 75 EUR 185 
  Beluga/Black MS804118   USD 90 USD     225
       DKK 560 DKK 1.400  
  
  Tired of the large, one-compartment toiletry bag where everything floats around inside? Well, we’ve halved your despair. The 
  M/S Double Dopp-Kit is the indispensable travel partner featured as a compact, two-compartment design that will hold all 
  the toiletries of an average groomer. The bag includes a top-carrying leather handle, a button-closed side pocket for a tooth
  brush, comb or razor (options are endless…). Tone-in-tone water-repellent nylon lining and top nylon webbing for the hang 
  strap. Sleek & handy!

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                     M/S FLY  Moonlight Blue/Black MS843919 L: 28 x H: 22 x W: 2 cm 8 pcs. EUR 75 EUR 185 
  Beluga/Black MS844119   USD 90 USD 225
      DKK 560 DKK 1.400
  
  The M/S Fly is a neat little addition to the lightweight and flexible urban designs of the Expression collection. An adjustable 
  cross-body pouch with multiple compartments that can hold all the daily essentials safely and close to the body, whether 
  walking, running or cycling – a highly addictive functionality. The main compartment is accessed via an exposed zipper and      
  features two open pockets on the inside back. The outside front holds an additional zipped pocket and the outside back offers a 
  large and easily accessible slide-in pocket perfect for a phone or other necessities you need quick access to. The highly adjustable 
  and integrated shoulder strap is made with 25mm prime nylon webbing.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                 M/S WASHBAG  Navy/Dark Brown MS131312 L: 26 x H: 14 x W: 12 cm 8 pcs. EUR 85 EUR 215 
  Concrete/Cuoio MS135217   USD 100 USD 250
  Army/Dark brown MS130111   DKK 640 DKK 1.600
  Coal/Black MS136418
  Khaki/Black MS135317
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio  MS130511
  Black/Black MS131412
  Skagerrak/Black MS137319
  Deep Blue/Black MS137720

  Use as a wash bag but also perfect for keeping track of all the spare parts and electrical devices when travelling. Zip top 
  opening with snap hook closure at each gusset, which can also be used as carry handles. Features water repellent lining and 
  one internal central zip pocket. Both internal sides include two additional open pockets.  

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                  M/S BELT BAG  Navy/Dark Brown MS871319 L: 30(20)  x H: 13 x W: 8 cm 8 pcs. EUR 85 EUR 215    
  Concrete/Cuoio MS875219   USD 100 USD 250
  Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS877821   DKK 640 DKK 1.600
  Army/Dark brown MS870119
  Coal/Black MS876419
  Khaki/Black MS875319    

  Belt bag, bum bag, fanny pack, cross-body bag. Success has many fathers… But since our little pack is built around a 140cm 
  long bridle leather belt strap, classifying it as a belt bag seemed the right thing to do. Nevertheless, you are free to wear it as 
  you like, around your waist, bum or cross-body. This one won’t dictate - just simply follow you wherever you go, while 
  holding all the small essentials. Features one main compartment with two inside slide-down pockets, one large foamed pocket 
  on the back for the phone and a smaller one for notes and diamonds on the inside front. 

 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                   M/S FLAIR  Navy/Dark Brown MS531315 L: 40 x H: 52(47,5) x W: 10  cm 8 pcs. EUR 90 EUR 225 
  Concrete/Cuoio MS535217   USD 105 USD 265
  Black/Black MS531415   DKK 680 DKK 1.700
  Skagerrak/Black MS537319
  Deep Blue/Black MS537720
  
  Roll it, fold it, store it, love it! Use it as your main bag or tuck it inside another in the event that you need multiple carrying 
  options. This bag is a great companion for days on the go and takes on 24 hours with ease. The long nylon ribbon handles make 
  it easy to carry over the shoulder and a set of horizontally placed full-grain bridle leather handles, hidden under the top fold, 
  offer a firm handheld option as well. Features an inside zip pocket for all the small extras.       
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

               M/S LAUNDRY Moonlight  Blue/Black MS695818 L: 45 x H: 55 x W: 2 (0) cm 6 pcs. EUR 50 EUR 125 
  Beluga/Black MS694118   USD 55 USD  135  
      DKK 360 DKK 900       
      
  

  A neat little sack in lightweight materials that easily folds into a small handful when on the go. No more wet fitness cloth 
  moistening up the inside of you precious weekender or used garments scattered around in the bottom of the hotel closet. M/S 
  Laundry holds your dirty underwear in style. Comes with a detachable leather strap that can be used as hook, handle or to 
  neatly keep the bag tight and in place when filled and folded up.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                   M/S POUCH   Navy/Dark Brown MS291312 L: 30 x H: 22 x W: 1,5 cm 8 pcs. EUR 50 EUR 125 
  Concrete/Cuoio MS295217   USD 55 USD  140  
  Army/Dark Brown MS290112   DKK 360 DKK 900
  Coal/Black MS296418

  Large enough to hold an iPad and basically anything smaller. Padded to give a soft feel and add protection to what’s inside. 
  Features 
  

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

               M/S POUCH LARGE  Navy/Dark Brown MS391314 L: 36 x H: 25 x W: 1,5 cm 8 pcs. EUR 55 EUR 135
  Concrete/Cuoio MS395217   USD  65 USD 165
  Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS397821   DKK 400 DKK 1.000  
  Army/Dark Brown MS390114
  Khaki/Black MS395317
  Coal/Black MS396418
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS390517  
  Black/Black  MS391415
  Skagerrak/Black MS397319
  Deep Blue/Black MS397720
       
  Large enough to hold a 13” MacPro, A4 documents or magazines and padded to give a soft feel and added protection for what’s 
  inside. Features three internal open pockets, two on the front side and one on the back side, large enough to hold an iPad.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                     M/S PRIME  Navy/Dark Brown MS881319 L: 25  x H: 13 x W: 6,5 cm 8 pcs. EUR 65 EUR 160 
  Concrete/Cuoio. MS885219   USD 75 USD 190
  Sage Camo/Dark Brown MS887821   DKK 480 DKK 1.200
  Army/Dark Brown MS880119
  Coal/Black MS886419
  Khaki/Black MS885319
  Army/Cuoio MS880720
  Grand Herringbone/Black MS887921

  Designed to fit the needs of the average groomer, this small washbag will serve its purpose if not used to store adaptors, pens or even act 
  as a full-blown travel pouch. The vegetable-tanned bridle leather provides the bottom framework that acts to support the fabrics and the 
  signature handle, which stems from the ending of the zipper and finishes inside the bottom framework. Features a top leather border that 
  continues into a small hanging strap, an YKK excella zipper and a main compartment with nylon lining that features two slide-down 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                     M/S CARRY  Navy/Dark brown MS271312 L: 26 x H: 23(17) x W: 6(9) cm 8 pcs. EUR 75 EUR 185 
  Army/Dark brown MS270112   USD 90 USD 225
  Coal/Black MS276419   DKK 560 DKK 1.400
  Grand Herringbone/Black MS277921
  
  Slimmer proportions but otherwise a miniature version of the M/S Explorer. No need to start a discussion about what the M/S Carry 
  should be used for – multiple functions! Features two open internal pockets and a thin leather string to keep the bag closed or to attach 
  to whatever you might want to hang it on…      
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

               M/S CARDHOLDER  Navy/Dark brown MS091310 L: 10 x H: 7,5 x W: 0,5 cm 10 pcs. EUR 25 EUR 65 
  Concrete/Cuoio MS095217   USD 30 USD 75
  Army/Dark brown MS090112   DKK 200 DKK 500
  Coal/Black MS096418
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS090517
  
  An everyday essential. Canvas and leather cardholder with three slots for credit cards on each side. Open central pocket for 
  receipts and cash notes.        

 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

               M/S LUGGAGE TAG  Navy/Dark brown MS751318 L: 7 x H: 14(35) x W: 0,5 cm 8 pcs. EUR 30 EUR 75 
  Army/Dark brown MS750118   USD 35 USD 90
  Khaki/Black MS755318   DKK 240 DKK 600
  Coal/Black MS576418     
  Midnight Blue/Cuoio MS570518   
      
  Tag your Mismo bag with the M/S Luggage Tag and add a little flair to the bag or simply eliminate unfortunate mix-ups during 
  travels. The tag is crafted from full-grain bridle leather and features one of our durable fabrics on the front with a Mismo logo 
  rivet providing snap-button access to the backside compartment of the tag where a name card, or a picture of your loved 
  ones, can easily be inserted.  
        

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                     M/S CASE  Navy/Dark brown MS701318 L: 20  x H: 5 x W: 6 cm 8 pcs. EUR 45 EUR 115 
  Army/Dark brown MS700118   USD 50 USD 125
  Coal/Black MS706418   DKK 320 DKK 800
  
  
  
  Well shaped and neat, M/S Case is the toolbox that helps collect the small essentials in an aesthetically pleasing manner. Pencils and 
  drawing equipment jumps to mind, as the obvious fillers but the case will hold glasses and other accessories just as tidily. 
  Two open elastic ribbons in the top lid provide expandable pocket storage for the secret microchip or favourite pen.

 


